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Since the publication of Monad 
(O’Reilly, 2005), Microsoft has 
continued to develop its new shell, 
make new builds available to the 
public and has even changed its name.  

Now called Windows PowerShell, the 
latest RC1 drop fixes bugs, and 
introduces subtle design changes and a 
handful of new features. At the April 
2006 Microsoft Management Summit, 
Microsoft announced that PowerShell 
Version 1.0 will ship in November 
2006. 

In this Short Cut, we’ll look at some 
of the changes in the RC1 drop that 
affect the content of Monad. Where 
necessary, I’ve provided updated 
descriptions and corrections to 
example scripts to ease the transition 
to the latest PowerShell release. 

This Short Cut relies heavily on the 
material in Monad and is intended to 
complement the book rather than 
replace it. 
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Windows PowerShell: Changes for RC1 
This Short Cut is divided into two sections. In the first, we’ll concentrate on some 
of the general changes in the shell that apply throughout Monad the book. The 
second half discusses specific adjustments you must make to the labs and scripts in 
order to successfully to use them with PowerShell RC1. 

Downloading PowerShell RC1 
First, if you haven’t done so already, follow these steps to get up and running with 
the latest PowerShell bits right away: 

1. From Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel, remove any previous Monad 
installations 

2. Download and install Windows PowerShell RC1 from 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=2B0BBFC
D-0797-4083-A817-5E6A054A85C9&displaylang=en  

If you have trouble locating the PowerShell download search on keyword 
"PowerShell" on download.microsoft.com. 

Consequences of the name change 
First and foremost, it’s important to realize that while the shell name change does 
have ripple effects throughout the shell, all of the core principles and concepts 
covered in Monad remain the same. 

Here are three key changes you’ll need to make: 

• PowerShell scripts now use the .ps1 extension instead of .msh. In almost 
all cases, they’ll work immediately after changing the extension. 

• The profile has moved to a folder called PSConfiguration inside ‘My 
Documents’. It’s convenient to use the $profile variable to get the full path 
to this file (present or not). 

• Certain shell-specific cmdlets like new-drive and set-mshdebug now 
reflect the PowerShell name (as Get-PSDrive and Set-PSDebug 
respectively). 

Changes in default execution policy 
By default, PowerShell now installs with a default execution policy of 
‘Restricted’ . In this mode, script files cannot be run and output formatting 
customizations are only permitted if the ps1xml (formerly mshxml) files have been 
signed. 
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When using the latest build you may see an error on startup stating that ‘execution 
of scripts is disabled on this machine’ or you may be prompted with a series of 
questions asking whether ‘to run software from this untrusted publisher’. In the 
past, the execution policy of ‘RemoteSigned’ was used by default, one where local 
scripts could be run freely and scripts sourced from outside the local machine 
needed an Authenticode signature. To change the execution policy, use the Set-
ExecutionPolicy cmdlet as follows: 

PS D:\Scripts> Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned 

The execution policy offers a layer of security and predictability around how 
scripts are run. It is worth taking the time to read the help (Get-Help 
about_signing) to understand the limitations and freedoms that the different 
policies offer. 

New cmdlets 
Several cmdlets have been added in recent builds; here are a few of the really 
useful ones. 

Add-Member 
Lets you add a user-defined member to an object as it passes through the 
pipeline. In the ‘Transform Objects as They Pass Through the Pipeline’ lab on 
page 71, we introduced the idea of a note as a means of annotating an object as 
it passed through the filter. Instead of the needing the somewhat cumbersome 
syntax in that example, the syntax becomes much simpler, as shown in the Lab 
errata section that follows. 

Tee-Object 
Is used to send objects to two places. Extending the pipeline imagery, it 
represents a T-shaped piece of pipe that allows objects to continue along the 
pipeline as normal, but also allows a copy of them to be stored elsewhere, 
perhaps in a file or variable. Get-Help Tee-Object has a longer description and a 
couple of examples. 

Start-Transcript and Stop-Transcript 
These cmdlets can be used to record all of the input and output of a session. 
Any commands or expressions that are evaluated, as well as their output, is 
placed into a file in the My Documents folder. 

New aliases 
The ForEach-Object and Where-Object have gained some very short built-in 
aliases (% and ?, respectively) which can save a few keystrokes when used 
frequently. Examples might include: 

# equivalent to Get-Process | Where-Object { $_.Han dles -gt 500 } 
PS D:\Scripts> Get-Process | ? { $_.Handles -gt 500  } 
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# equivalent to Get-Process | ForEach-Object { $_.P rocessName } 
PS D:\Scripts> Get-Process | % { $_.ProcessName } 

There are several new built-in aliases, including diff (for Compare-Object), group 
(for Group-Object) and tee (for Tee-Object). 

Other changes 
Several cmdlets have been renamed for consistency. Several of the significant 
ones include: 

• Join-Path (was Combine-Path) 

• Split-Path (was Parse-Path) 

• Write-Output (was Write-Object) 

• All of the *-Property cmdlets have now become *-ItemProperty 

The PowerShell release notes (see “For More Information”) contain the full list of 
cmdlet name changes since earlier releases. 

All cmdlets now also follow the Pascal casing style (capitalized first letter on each 
word) e.g. Get-ChildI tem. Since cmdlet names are case insensitive this is not a 
breaking change but a habit worth picking up when naming your own functions or 
scripts. 

Some parameter names have been changed on cmdlets for consistency. If a 
parameter is no longer accepted by a cmdlet, it is worth consulting Get-Help to 
review the syntax. In many cases, the name may have been changed from the 
plural to singular form, or may have been altered to be more explicit, in which case 
script changes should be trivial. 

One other great thing to note is that tab expansion now works for cmdlet 
parameters. Simply type a cmdlet name, space, the dash and then press Tab to 
cycle through all possible parameters for that cmdlet. 

Lab errata 
The sections that follow describe changes to the sample scripts included in the 
book. Only those labs that demonstrated breaking problems are included in the list.  

Certain stylistic adjustments could be made throughout the book (for example, use 
of Pascal case in all function and file names) but such changes are so pervasive that 
they are not called out explicitly here. 
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Get To Know Verb-Noun Syntax and Cmdlets (Page 3) 
Since Beta 3, the -Exclude parameter is no longer supported on the Get-Process 
cmdlet. To reach the same result in later builds, Where-Object can be used as part 
of a pipeline instead: 

PS D:\Scripts> Get-Process w* | Where-Object { $_.P rocessName -notlike "win*" } 

Access the Registry Like a File System (Page 7) 
The Get-Property and Set-Property cmdlets have been renamed although their 
functionality remains identical. Their new names, Get-ItemProperty and Set-
ItemProperty should be used instead. 

PS D:\Scripts> Get-ItemProperty . 
... 
PS D:\Scripts> Set-ItemProperty . -Name lfFaceName -Value “Verdana” 

Load and Save Scripts (Page 22) 
If you see a message indicating that the ‘execution of scripts is disabled on your 
system’, refer to the section above titled ‘Changes in default execution policy’ and 
alter the default execution policy on your machine. 

Save Keystrokes with Aliases (Page 26) 
In the final example, the write-object cmdlet has been renamed to Write-Output. 

PS D:\Scripts> Set-Alias e Write-Output 

Also, the aliases that are set up when the shell starts are now called read-only 
aliases instead of constant ones, and can be listed by entering the following: 
PS D:\Scripts> Get-Alias |  
>>Where-Object {  
>>$_.Options -band [System.Management.Automation.Sc opedItemOptions]::ReadOnly  
>>} 
>> 

Make Yourself at Home (Page 34) 
While the scripts in this lab continue to work correctly, the locations of the profile 
files have moved. As described earlier, profiles are now stored in a folder called 
PSConfiguration inside ‘My Documents’. The $profile variable contains the full 
path to the current user’s profile file. 

Transform Objects as They Pass Through the Pipeline (Page 73) 
The add-friendlytype filter can be refactored to make use of the newly available 
Add-Member cmdlet. 
filter Add-FriendlyType 
{ 
  switch ($_.Extension) 
  { 
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    ".ps1" { $ftype = "PowerShell script" } 
    ".txt" { $ftype = "Regular text file" } 
    “.exe” { $ftype = “Executable file” } 
    default { $ftype = "Unknown" } 
  } 
 
  $_ | add-member NoteProperty FriendlyType $ftype -Passthru 
} 

Work with Text Files (Page 105) 
The parameter names on the Measure-Object cmdlet have changed from the plural 
form (e.g. -lines) to the singular (-line). 

To gather statistics about text file composition, the new parameter names should be 
used. 

PS D:\Scripts> Get-Content brownfox.txt | Measure-O bject -line -word -character  

Downloading Content from the Web (Page 151) 
As with the ‘Work with Text Files’ lab above, the parameter names on the 
Measure-Object cmdlet have changed from the plural to singular form.  

Colorize the Output of get-childitem (Page 153) 
Since Beta 3, the script included in the book generates only filenames and not the 
complete output shown in the screen capture of Figure 7-1. 

The script can be modified as 
$colors=@{ps1="Red"; exe="Green"; cmd="Green"; dire ctory="Blue"} 
$defaultColor = "Gray" 
 
filter color-files { 
 if ($_.Extension -ne "") { $ext = $_.Extension.Sub string(1) } 
 if ($_.Mode.StartsWith("d")) { $ext = "directory" } 
 if ($colors.ContainsKey($ext))  

{ 
[System.Console]::ForegroundColor = $colors[$ext]  

} 
 
 $_ 
 [System.Console]::ForegroundColor = $defaultColor 
} 

For more information 
The Windows PowerShell RC1 Documentation Pack is available from Microsoft at 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=6387C46B-4753-
4EAF-8D8B-368074F39CCC&displaylang=en and contains more reference 
material and tutorials.  

The Windows PowerShell web site at 
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/management/pow
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ershell/default.mspx also contains a collection of useful links to reference 
material, blogs, newsgroups and webcasts. 

With each new release, the built-in help is updated and is always available via the 
Get-Help cmdlet.  
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